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Lapeer County
Central Dispatch
Lapeer County 911 is a
Smart 911 Center
Through funding provided by
the Michigan State Police
we are partnered with the
privately owned company
Smart 911 to better help and
serve our citizens in times of
emergency.
The program is all opt-in
which means that it is your
choice to participate in the
program. If you choose to
participate you have the
option to provide as much or
as little personal information
as you are comfortable with.
The data you provide is kept
secure and private in the
Smart911 database and is
only visible to our 911
dispatchers when you call
911. At no other time is your
information available to
search or view by us or
anyone else.
Learn more and sign up
here:
https://www.smart911.com/

Securing Websites
Ever wonder what all those letters in a website are for?
A domain name is what we refer to as a website or the address you type in to get to a
specific website. They are acronyms and the www is ‘world wide web’ while the first part is
the protocol used on the www. http is the Hyper Text Transfer Protocol which enables web
browsers to do their thing and allow you access to the Internet.
https is just the same as http except the ’s’ at the end stands for Secure. This is the protocol
that is encrypted in order to protect your session between your browser and the website
you’re visiting. The ’s’ itself is another protocol often referred to as SSL which is Secure
Sockets Layer or more accurately TLS which is Transport Layer Security that replaced SSL
as the standard on the web.
The TLS protocol is very important in protecting you as you navigate the web and especially
so when you are doing any online financial transaction such as banking, investing or buying
something on Amazon.com. It encrypts or scrambles your data such as your username and
password so that it cannot be intercepted by bad guys while you’re online. If you’re on a
website that doesn’t use https and you input any personal information on it you are at risk.
This is especially true if you’re on a shared and public WiFi such as at Starbucks or at a
hotel. Other people are on the same network as you and using a simple tool like Wireshark
can very easily snoop on what you’re doing and steal your information.

Certificate Authorities
There are industry accepted entities called certificate authorities (CA) that issue certificates
to websites as an independent and trusted third-party that verifies the identity and
authenticity of said websites. The major browser vendors such as Internet Explorer, Firefox,
Chrome, Safari and other popular browsers incorporate a list of CA’s into the browser by
default when you install it. Doing so helps making browse secure websites easy and trouble
free.
When you navigate to a website such as https://www.lapeercounty911.org which has a valid
certificate signed by CA GeoTrust, your browser already has built into it credentials to
validate the website as secure and authentic.
Visiting a site that doesn’t use https isn’t necessarily a bad thing as long as they aren’t
asking you to input your personally identifiable information (PII) such as name, address,
credit card number and so on. If you’re just visiting an http website and reading the content
only then you don’t have a whole lot to worry about.
But there is a big push in the industry to encrypt every website regardless if they collect
information or not. A free service called Let’s Encrypt is trying to help websites encrypt for
free. Those security certificates aren’t free from most CA’s and can typically cost $150 for a
1 year certificate and basic encryption. The prices go up from there especially when you go
for an EV or extended validation certificate.

Outlook Bug Allowed
Hackers to Use .RTF Files To
Steal Windows Passwords
On patch Tuesday this month
Microsoft fixed a known vulnerability
in its popular email program
Outlook. The vulnerability had been
known about for at least a year.
The bug allowed attackers to send a
potential victim an email containing
an .rtf file which is a Rich Text File
typically opened by Word Pad or its
big brother Word. It would then run
a small script utilizing a Microsoft
service OLE to steal the users
passwords. It was very easy to
become a victim if you received this
email and had message preview
turned on in Outlook.
Its always a good idea to leave
preview mode turned off and only
open email from trusted people and
to open attachments from those
trusted people and when you’re
expecting one.
Additionally, be sure you update
your Windows PC and Microsoft
Office products as soon as you can.
Patch Tuesday was this past week
so you should have some updates
waiting to be downloaded and
installed.
Also be sure to back up your PC
before updating.

Digital
Threats
Chat Service Breach Expands To
Best Buy, Kmart, Sears and more
Last week, software service provider
[24]7.ai, a company that provides
online chat services for Delta, Sears
and other companies, announced that
its platform was a victim of a data
breach in 2017. Hackers targeting
[24]7.ai were able to collect payment
information for its clients.
What happened was that the online
chat service these large corporations
contracted with to help customers in
real time was hacked and PII
(personally identifiable information)
from customers was stolen.
This included credit card numbers from
less than 100,000 Sears customers.
Delta Airlines, Best Buy and Kmart
have not released any numbers but are
downplaying the extent of the breach
by calling it a small number of
customers.

Dangers Lurk At Any Click
Extended Validation Certificates

Do you have your own WiFi router at home
or in your business? Be sure to set a WiFi
password that is not easily guessed and
don’t share it with just anyone but only
people you trust.
You can easily spot an extended validation certificate when visiting a website
because the green padlock will be accompanied by usually the full title of the
website or its owner. These certificates offer the same level of protection as a
regular certificate but take the authentication of the websites owner a step
further. They take additional steps to verify the owner of the site itself whether it
is a person or a company. This could be even more important to you if you’re
doing online banking or have concerns that a site might be using a fake
certificate to lure you in and steal your information. Basically an EV certificate is
an extra layer of trustworthiness to put your mind at ease.

Insecure Websites

Each company promises to contact
those affected by the data breach.
Large Botnet Taken Down
Security researchers from Abuse.ch,
BrillantIT, and Proofpoint have
sinkholed the command and control
infrastructure behind EITest, a network
of hacked servers abused by cybercriminals to redirect users to malware,
exploits kits, and tech support scams.
EITest, considered the "king of traffic
distribution," is a collection of
compromised servers on which
hackers have installed backdoors.
Crooks use these backdoors to siphon
off legitimate traffic from these sites
and redirect users to malicious web
pages.

Sometimes you might encounter a website that displays a warning similar to the
above graphic which depends on your browser of choice. This means that you
may be attempting to establish a connection to a site that is not setup with a
certificate or a certificate has been revoked or expired or even misconfigured.
Another, more sinister possibility is that it is a fake website trying to trick you
into thinking that its another website you would otherwise trust.
Other times it might be a local website or server on the inside of your corporate
network (not on the Internet) where the system administrator may have setup a
secure portal to a service using a self-signed certificate. A self-signed certificate
is one that is not issued by a publicly trusted CA and therefore isn’t in your
browsers trusted list of CA’s. If this is the case your system administrator can
confirm this certificate for you and add it to the browsers trusted list manually.
Otherwise if you’re on the Internet and see a warning like this you should
consider whether you are really at the site you want to be or not. If you’re
unsure about it, back away from the site and call someone who can help you
decide if its legitimate or not.

Is there anything you would like to see
us cover in a future issue?

Or if you have a WiFi network with no
password or allow anyone nearby to use
your network they can get into the router
and change the settings to redirect your
Internet traffic to malicious websites with a
simple DNS change. They can also lock you
out of your own network and prevent you
from doing anything but resetting it to
factory settings or having to buy a new one.
One of the first things you should do with a
new WiFi router is to change its default
password to a strong one you can
remember.
When setting up the WiFi network and using
a strong password make sure you use
WPA2 as the encryption level for your
network. If your router still has the WEP
protocol in it, do not use it! In 2007 the WEP
protocol was cracked in literally 60 seconds.
Its a very weak standard and has been
abandoned by the industry. But many older
home WiFi routers still have it available to
use. If you’re using it, switch to WPA2

Linux is usually used by very tech savvy
people and some large organizations with,
again, very tech savvy people.

HTTPS Everywhere
HTTPS Everywhere is produced as a collaboration between The Tor Project
and the Electronic Frontier Foundation. Many sites on the web offer some
limited support for encryption over HTTPS, but make it difficult to use. For
instance, they may default to unencrypted HTTP, or fill encrypted pages with
links that go back to the unencrypted site. The HTTPS Everywhere extension
fixes these problems by using clever technology to rewrite requests to these
sites to HTTPS.

Send us feedback here:
http://bit.ly/44dtfb

If you have ports or services exposed on the
Internet either intentionally or by mistake
and haven’t changed the default password
you can very easily be hacked and have
your network and home computers taken
over.

Maybe you’re heard of Linux and maybe
you haven’t. Regardless, Linux is the third
major operating system behind Microsoft’s
Windows and Apple’s macOS.

http://bit.ly/2H0sjsr

Do you have any questions or
comments on the information in this
newsletter?

More importantly make sure you change the
router’s default password. All WiFi routers
ship with a default password so the
customer can easily get into it to set it up for
use. Most of those default usernames and
passwords are admin admin.

Linux Instead of Windows?

This type of malicious activity is called
"traffic distribution," and many cybercriminals build such botnets of hacked
sites and then rent it to fellow crooks
who do with the traffic what they wish.

Questions or Comments?

Secure Your WiFi

This is a browser extension mentioned in a previous issue of this newsletter
and you can easily add it to your browser by visiting their website here:
http://bit.ly/2HBbZiN

Coming Up Soon
In the next issue we’ll look at opt-outing options. There are industry websites
that are designed to help you opt-out of mailing lists online as well as data
collection centers that offer your PII for sale to other companies.
These opt-out websites can be hard to find and not always easy to use and
we’ll help you navigate your way to out-outing from all sorts of collection and
mailing services.

There are many different distro’s or
distributions of Linux, many of which are
free and supported by donations from the
open source community. Some used to be
free and turned into enterprise class
operating systems like Red Hat Linux.
However, there are two distro’s that are
becoming very popular with less tech savvy
people. Those are Mint and Ubuntu.
Why would you want to use Linux? The
most popular reason is that it is by far more
secure and less susceptible to exploits than
Microsoft Windows is. These two in
particular are very easy to install just like
Windows and comes with free and
compatible software suites that work with
Microsoft Office.
If you have a computer that can run
Windows then you can very likely install one
of these two distro’s on it. Even Dell sells
PC’s with Ubuntu Linux installed on them.
Linux Mint : http://bit.ly/2qyyKwC

Sign up for our newsletter here: http://bit.ly/44DTSU
Get past issues here: http://bit.ly/2Gs23dH

Ubuntu: http://bit.ly/2veacxW

